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Chrome OS 77 Brings Google Assistant to More Chromebooks, Updated Files App [2]

Google has begin the rollout of the latest Chrome OS 77 operating system for Chromebooks, a
release that brings the Google Assistant to more devices and several other updates.
Google's Linux-based operating system for Chrome devices, Chrome OS, has been promoted
to version 77, based on the recently released Google Chrome 77 web browser. Chrome OS 77
is here to bring the Google Assistant intelligent voice assistant to more Chromebooks, making
it easier for users to do things on their devices and be more productive.
"The Assistant on Chromebook helps you stay productive, control your smart devices, and
have a little fun along the way. To get started, enable the Assistant in your Chromebook's
settings and then try asking or typing some of these queries," said Alexander Kuscher,
Director of Chrome OS. "It?s starting to roll out now to more non-managed, consumer
devices."
Google Assistant will help you quickly create new documents, sheets or slides in your Google
Drive account, check your schedule or add a new event to your calendar, set reminders, play
music through supported speakers, control smart devices in your home, as well as thousands
other actions.

Shelter, Application To Create An Isolated Space On Android! [3]

Creating an application clone on a smartphone is one way to open 2 different accounts for an
application for certain purposes. Actually, cloning an application is not necessary when the
application has a feature to open more than one account. Examples are Applications made by

Google.
Many applications created by Google are connected to our Google account, so we only need to
add the desired account to open several Google applications such as Youtube, Gmail, Drive,
and others. In fact, Telegram has also added features to be able to use more than one telegram
account in one application. However, some applications not provide this feature. we need an
application to create multiple applications in one devices.
One application that can be used to create multiple applications is Shelter. Shelter is an
application that is included in the FOSS (Free and Open Source Software) category. You will
not find ads on this app. In fact, you can find the source code from shelters on this site.
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